In fluid animation, wake is one of the most important phenomena usually seen when an object is moving relative to the flow. However, in current shallow water simulation for interactive applications, this effect is greatly smeared out. In this paper, we present a method to efficiently synthesize these wakes. We adopt a generalized SPH method for shallow water simulation and two way solid fluid coupling. In addition, a 2D discrete vortex method is used to capture the detailed wake motions behind an obstacle, enriching the motion of SWE simulation. Our method is highly efficient since only 2D simulation is required. Moreover, by using a physically inspired procedural approach for particle seeding, DVM particles are only created in the wake region. Therefore, very few particles are required while still generating realistic wake patterns. When coupled with SWE, we show that these patterns can be seen using our method with marginal overhead.
Introduction
Liquid animation is among the most stunning visual effects in computer graphics. The field has witnessed great progress in the last ten years, readily handling viscous flow, surface tension and multiphase scenarios. However, a full 3D NavierStokes simulation is often costly for interactive applications like real time games. Instead, the shallow water equation (SWE) serves as a cheap alternative for flow with large horizontal to vertical scale ratio. By using depth averaged velocity field, one dimension is effectively removed and the costly pressure projection is not required.
However, it is not fluid itself but the relative motion of fluid and solid body that accounts for the most interesting effects in this field such as wake flow and von Karman vortex shedding, which is illustrated in Figure 1 . When the relative velocity increases, these wakes will show turbulent motion. Unfortunately, these motion details can not be captured in the standard shallow water simulation. This is mainly due to the coarse numerical approximation and low resolution adopted in current SWE solvers for interactive applications. Moreover, since empirical force model is adopted for solid fluid coupling, the flow field around moving objects is physically incorrect. Although † Corresponding Author:hj@cad.zju.edu.cn more sophisticated method, such as the one used in [Lia08] , can be applied to model them, the high cost induced makes these methods impractical. Furthermore, in real-time games, it is common to use particle systems and billboards to synthesize these motion details, but the repeated patterns introduce significant visual artifacts.
In this paper, we propose a method to synthesize the wakes behind moving objects. In our approach, we use two different representations for the fluid, one for conventional SWE and the other for wake detail enhancement. For SWE simulation, we adopt a generalized SPH method recently introduced in [SBC * 11] and [LH10] . For wake detail enhancement, we use a localized 2D version of the discrete vortex method (DVM) similar to [PK05] around each moving object. However, DVM requires a careful placement of the particles to resolve the flow field. Therefore, we propose a physically inspired procedural method for particle seeding. We show that this effectively concentrates the particles on the wake region and greatly reduces the number of particles required in DVM, while still generating phenomena like vortex shedding and turbulence as relative velocity increases. In the field of computational fluid dynamics, a similar idea is adopted in [HA97] . In order to couple the two simulations, we use SWE's velocity field as the ambient flow for DVM. While, DVM's velocity field is taken as an external force term on SWE. This is similar to the famous vorticity confinement method [FSJ01] widely used in grid based solvers.
The two simulations used in our method are both 2D, so the method is efficient enough for real-time applications. Our vortex particle seeding method is physically inspired and sensitive to both the velocities and shapes of obstacles. We show that this method is capable of generating different wake patterns including Karman vortex shedding. Moreover, the method is independent of the underlying SWE implementation and is applicable to a conventional grid based SWE solver as well. Although we make some non-physical assumptions, we show that our method achieves good balance between visual effect and performance, which is the main goal of this work. In short, the contributions are:
• Efficient enrichment of the wake details for SWE simulation.
• Physically inspired seeding strategy for wake synthesis.
• Flexible integration into various SWE implementations.
Related Works
Three Dimensional Fluid Simulation Full 3D grid based Navier-Stokes simulation has gained popularity since the work of [Sta99] and [FF01] . And a number of extensions have been proposed in works such as [HK05], [LGF04] and [LSSF06] . However, these methods are still too slow for interactive applications. Instead, particle-based methods, like the famous Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics introduced in [MCG03] , can achieve real-time performance with lower memory cost. Later, 3D simulations were coupled with 2D ones to get better performance in the work of [IGLF06] . And real-time performance has been achieved by [CM11] using such technique, but the whole GPU is occupied in their method. Therefore, these methods are still impractical for interactive applications.
Two Dimensional Fluid Simulation Game developers usually find good balance between surface details and simulation cost by using 2D heightfield based fluid simulation. The most popular method of this kind is the shallow water equation (SWE) and wave equation (WE) . SWE provides more information than WE by taking advection into consideration. This method was introduced to computer graphics for the first time by [KM90] . Numerous extensions have been proposed later on.
[OH95] used a particle system to enhance the splashing effect. [FM96] and [CLHM97] [CM10] proposed an even better SWE scheme and coupled several techniques to achieve better visual quality. But they only used billboards and particle systems for wake details. Apart from grid-based solvers, [LH10] and [SBC * 11] showed that a standard 2D SPH method can be used for SWE simulation through a generalized pressure definition. In this paper, we adopt their method as our main SWE solver.
Instead of shallow water equation, [YHK07] showed that wave equation can also provide plausible results. However, since their method don't describe the entire flow field, interesting phenomenon such as whirlpool can not be represented. Therefore, we choose to adopt SWE as our underlying solver.
Although SWE is physically based modelling, the solid fluid coupling methods currently used are mostly based on empirical models. [CLHM97] used movable boundary condition to achieve one way solid to fluid coupling. Later, [YHK07] proposed an empirical model for two way coupling, which is also used in SPH based method of [SBC * 11]. All these methods are physically inaccurate in modelling relative motion of obstacle and fluid, result in smeared out wake details.
Discrete Vortex Method (DVM) This kind of method is based on the curl form of Navier-Stokes equation. However, since the pioneering work of [GLG * 95], DVM has not gained much popularity due to its various limitations, e.g. vorticity stretching and tiling causes numerical instability in 3D; particle placement is tricky to resolve the flow field; boundary condition is hard to enforce. A more sophisticated version of DVM is introduced by [PK05] , a 2D version similar to which is used in this paper.
Turbulence Synthesis Turbulence modelling has a long history in fluid dynamics, for which [Pop00] provides an introduction. In computer graphics, a variety of methods have been proposed to synthesize the small scale details. [FSJ01] proposed vorticity confinement, but this approach still depends on the underlying grid resolution. Later, [SRF05] alleviated these problems through a hybrid vortex particle and grid based method but particle seeding in their method is random. Recent works such as [NSCL08], [SB08] and [PTSG09] models turbulence generation and energy transfer in a more accurate way. Since these methods adopt a stochastic approach, they cannot model periodic patterned motions that we focus on.
Other works, e.g. [ZYF10] and [YYF12] , incorporate similar idea into particle based fluid solvers. All these methods base themselves on a physically correct background mean flow. Unfortunately, in our case, the background SWE flow field is far from accurate around moving objects, making these methods inapplicable.
Overview
Our method is a hybrid version (Algorithm 1) of shallow water equation (SWE) and discrete vortex method (DVM). In the following sections, we elaborate each substep in one simulation iteration. In Section 4, we introduce the basic SWE and DVM solvers. In Section 5, we describe our method for physically inspired particle seeding, deleting and SWE-DVM coupling. Final results and analysis are given in section 6 and 7.
Algorithm 1 Simulation Loop
Step SWE and couple with rigid body. for each rigid body do Interpolate SWE's velocity field to DVM.
Step DVM and perform particle seeding, deleting. Apply DVM's velocity field as external force on SWE. end for
SWE and DVM Simulation
In this section, we give a brief description of the two simulation methods. For the SWE simulation, we adopt the generalized SPH scheme of [SBC * 11]. For the DVM simulation, a simplified version of [PK05] is used.
Shallow Water Simulation
The shallow water equation (SWE) is the depth averaged version of the Navier-Stokes equation. It can be written as:
where h is the water column height, H is the height of bottom terrain, g is the gravitational acceleration, u is the horizontal velocity and a ext represents the external force term.
Currently, most SWE solvers are grid based. These solvers usually suffer from detail loss due to numerical viscosity and high memory cost. Therefore, we choose to adopt a generalized SPH method recently proposed by [SBC * 11] and [LH10] .
The method preserves volume naturally and has lower memory cost. Here we briefly review this approach.
The basic discretization used in SPH is the smoothed kernel interpolation. Given an arbitrary set of particles each carrying physics property A, we can evaluate this property at any location x through the following equation:
where m is the constant particle mass, ρ is the fluid density and W ( x) is the interpolation kernel function. For the choice of these kernel functions, we follow [MCG03] . One advantage of this formulation is that differential operators need only to be applied on the kernels as follows:
To extend an existing 2D SPH solver for SWE, the key idea is to take the particle density in standard SPH as water column height. As in Figure 2 , denser particles correspond to higher water column. Therefore, water column mass m i and height h i0 are defined on each particle and kept constant across the simulation. In this way, mass is trivially preserved and the continuity Equation 1 can be discarded. Equation 2 is easy to discretize using Equation 3 and 4:
where h a is the averaged water column height updated in each timestep. However, merely using the above equation will lead to numerical instability. Therefore, we add a viscosity term following [MCG03] :
Note that we use the summation formulation (Equation 6) 
Discrete Vortex Method
DVM is known for its ability to create rich flow details using very few particles. The governing equation of DVM is the curl form of Navier-Stokes equation written as: Since we use the 2D version of DVM, the vorticity ω reduces to a scalar since only the Z component is nonzero and the stretching term of (∇ u) · ω, which frequently causes numerical instability in 3D cases, vanishes. In this way, Equation 9
can be simplified to give:
To discretize this equation, DVM uses a set of lagrangian particles each carrying a vorticity ω i . Under this representation, a split-step method can be employed by considering the two terms right handle side of Equation 10 (advection, diffusion) in separate substeps to update the position and vorticity of each particle.
For the advection substep, we have to calculate the velocity field u. In DVM, velocity field consists of three terms [PK05] , giving:
Here, u∞ stands for the velocity of ambient flow. In our method, we interpolate SWE's velocity field to DVM for this term. u V stands for velocity induced by the vorticity carried on DVM particles. Finally, u P stands for the velocity induced by boundary condition. Since we use large vorticity damping in DVM, particles are deleted quickly and seldom penetrate boundary. So, we neglect term u P .
The most tricky part of DVM lies in the approximation of u V term. Here, a velocity field is reconstructed from the vorticity field through Biot-Savart integration, whose discretized form can be written as:
where V is the particle volume kept constant across simulation, σ is the smoothing range, q(λ) = However, the constant factor in such method is large. Since the number of particles used in our case is small and high accuracy is not required, a simple TreeCode [LK01] will suffice. For each moving object, we create a localized background grid behind the object and evaluate velocity at every grid point. As illustrated in Figure 3 , the grid closely wrapping the DVM particles is updated in each timestep. Therefore, the DVM grid size is independent of the entire area of the scene. To update the positions of DVM particles, we interpolate velocities from the grid for these particles as well.
For the diffusion substep, [PK05] adopted the method of particle strength exchange (PSE), where each vortex particle exchanges some of the vorticity with surrounding particles in each timestep. However, evaluating this term requires a neighbour search. Instead, we choose to simply set a large global damping on the vorticity.
Wake Synthesis
When a rigid body is moving in the fluid, a boundary layer will form around the body where the behaviour of fluid is under the combined influence of the ambient mean flow and surface friction. In this region, vorticity is created and confined. These vortices will then detach from the surface and be emitted into the mean flow, generating interesting wake motion behind the body. Depending on the magnitude of relative velocity, this motion can be laminar or turbulent.
Although DVM is efficient in describing and preserving vorticity, the placement of DVM particles is a challenging problem. To properly reproduce periodic wake patterns like Karman vortex shedding, the naive random seeding strategy used by [SRF05] will not work. In this section, we describe our method of particle seeding and SWE-DVM coupling. The method can effectively reproduce various wake patterns with few DVM particles.
Physically Inspired Particle Seeding and Deleting
Since very few particles are used, each one has to be carefully placed to resolve the flow field in DVM. [PK05] seeded two rows of particles with different sign of vorticity to create a steady and constant mean flow. However, since obstacles in SWE may move in arbitrary direction, their method is not applicable in our case.
We, instead, propose a physically inspired procedural method for particle seeding, which is sensitive to object shapes and velocities. The method is based on the boundary layer theory of CFD. In real life, surface friction causes the flow velocity to be zero at wall, creating a boundary layer. On the back face of the obstacle, velocity decreases and pressure increases along mean flow direction, which is called adverse pressure gradient. When the mean flow travels long enough under such pressure profile, vortices are created and confined. They will finally detach from body surface and be emitted into the ambient flow field. For more details on boundary layer theory, see [SG00] .
We take the simple assumption that every rigid body is convex, common in real-time physics engines. To model boundary layer separation, detecting points are placed on all the edges of a rigid body. In addition, with each detecting point, two potentials are defined corresponding to each incident face. We accumulate these potentials in each timestep. When a threshold is reach by either of the potentials, a vortex is seeded in the downstream and the potential is reset for next seeding. Separation Detection For every edge of a convex rigid body, we place a detecting point P d at the center. And two seeding potentials, E 1 and E 2 , are defined one for each of the incident face. Since we work on a 2D version of DVM, normal vectors are projected onto the XY-Plane and the projected mean tangent is calculated at each timestep. We use superscript pr j for the XY-Projected vectors. This is illustrated in Figure 4 (left).
Very small vortices are visually neglectable and the average vortex radius is related to the characteristic length of the body. So, we choose to only capture vortices with radius R = AL, where A is a user defined value and L is the average of the three dimensions of the minimum bounding box. In our experiment, R affects the behaviour of wake details slightly as long as 0.1 ≤ A ≤ 0.3. We use A = 0.15 in all our examples. Moreover, adverse pressure profile can only occur on the back face of the body. And the seeding possibility is proportional to the tangent velocity magnitude according to [PTSG09] . To model this effect, we choose to accumulate E 1 and E 2 above through the following equations:
where M > 0 is the minimal velocity magnitude for vortex seeding. We assume that the potential of vortex seeding increases exponentially in time when the effective velocity is above M. Although these two equations are not physically based, they give natural results and provide enough controllability over the particle seeding frequency. Here u In this way, only the relative velocity which meets adverse pressure profile, i.e. lies in region 1 and 3 in Figure 4 (right), will contribute to potentials. For example, if u pr j rel lies in region 3, we decide that vorticity created and confined on the red face will meet adverse pressure profile on the green face. Therefore, E 1 increases for the red face and E 2 decreases for the green face. When either of the above two potentials reaches T , a predefined global threshold, we assume that a vortex should detach from the corresponding face and seed one vortex.
Depending on the topology of obstacle mesh, several edges may have projected positions close to each other, emitting overlapped vortices. Therefore, although we accumulate potentials on all edges, we only emit vortices on edges intersecting the SWE surface. Afterwards, all the potentials on detecting point P d whose position x satisfies x pr j − x pr j 0 < R are reset to one for next seeding, where x pr j 0 is the projected detecting point from which a vortex has just been seeded. This is analogous to [PTSG09] .
Figure 5:
When the potential (yellow) of one detecting point (gray) excesses threshold T , we find the seeding position by CCD along the gray dashed line, which is parallel to the relative velocity around the boat (thick blue arrows).
Particle Seeding and Deleting
When the above step determines that a vortex should be emitted from a detecting point P d , we have to find the seeding position Ps and strength of the vortex ω. To do this, we observe that the seeded vortex should be right outside the body with no collision. Moreover, the vortex should have one boundary point attached to the mean flow. Therefore, we perform a continuous collision detection (CCD) between the body and a sphere with radius R along the direction of u pr j rel to find the closest point satisfying the above requirements as illustrated in Figure 5 . Since we take the convex body assumption, this vortex will not be blocked by other part of the body and the CCD can be performed very efficiently using such algorithms as GJK [GJK88] .
In order to determine the strength ω of the vortex, a simple approximation is ω = u pr j rel /R. However, we propose to add a fading term to this equation, giving:
where l is an additional piece of information acquired during the CCD, which is the distance between detecting and seeding position projected on u pr j rel . This can be written as:
Figure 6: A streamlined object results in large l (left), while a sharp corner results in small l (right).
As in Figure 6 , when a streamlined object, which usually suppress vortex separation, is moving in the flow, l is large. While for a sharp corner, which usually amplify vortex separation, l is small. Therefore, by introducing such a term, this effect can be approximated.
The results of our seeding method are illustrated in Figure 7 . It can be seen that only a small number of DVM particles are needed to generate interesting wake patterns and that our method is sensitive to velocities and obstacle shapes. Instead of seeding one particle in the vortex center, we seed several particles uniformly distributed over the vortex to better resolve the flow field.
Finally, DVM particles are simply deleted when their vorticity or velocity is below some threshold or when they penetrate boundary. 
Coupling the Two Simulation
In order to use the above method to enhance the wake details in SWE, two way coupling between SWE and DVM is required. For SWE to DVM coupling, we simply interpolate SWE's velocity field to u ∞ in Equation 11 as has been shown in Section 4.2. For DVM to SWE coupling, we take DVM's velocity field u V as an external force term for SWE, i.e. aext = u V λ in Equation 2. Where λ is the user controlled wake strength and u V is same as Equation 11. This treatment is analogous to the vorticity confinement method used in [SRF05] . Since no force is applied outside the DVM grid, one may expect to get smooth fading force by using larger grid. But we found that using a closely wrapping grid is enough. In our method, DVM solvers are localized behind each rigid body. If multiple bodies exist, we choose to ignore the interaction between vortex particles emitted by different bodies in order to keep the DVM background grid local and small. Note that wakes can still interact with each other through SWE coupling, as illustrated in Figure 13 .
Multiple Objects
In fact, our method scale linearly with the number of moving rigid bodies, similar with [YHK07] , as is shown in Figure 8 and the cost of DVM coupling is much less than rigid-SWE coupling.
Results
In our implementation, we use Bullet Physics Engine [Cou10] for rigid body simulation and collision detection. OpenMP [Ope02] is used for acceleration with three threads in all examples. Table 1 shows the cost of each substep. The extra computational cost induced by DVM is minor, compared with the SWE simulation. On average, the cost of DVM solver is only one-fifth that of the SWE solver. PovRay [Tea91] is used for rendering in all our examples. Figure 9 show the final results of our method. Clearly, the method can greatly enrich wake details. In Figure 10 , we drop six light boxes behind the boat. These boxes are then influenced by the wake flow and drift apart. In Figure 13 , wake details created by five driving boats interact with each other through SWE coupling. Parameter Selection Since the vortices in DVM are transferred into SWE by coupling, we can set large damping on the vorticity of DVM and delete DVM particles earlier than in conventional DVM methods. After these particles are deleted, the vortices will be preserved in SWE for a while. These vortices are easily affected by the various parameters of the underly- ing SWE simulation. In our experiment, fluid viscosity µ and coupling strength λ (Figure 11 ) are important parameters controlling the wake effects in the final result (refer to the accompanying video for more details). We find µ ∈ [0.02, 0.1] and λ ∈ [0.0, 1.8] works well in all our tests.
On the other hand, the seeding of DVM particles is mainly controlled by the vortex radius R and potential threshold T . These parameters can be selected based on physical principles and used to enforce user control. For the potential threshold T , since vortices must not overlap, two vortices have to be separated by 2R, so we can take T = exp(2R/M). Moreover, in different flow field, wake patterns may differ. We propose to use smaller R and M when viscosity is low, which will give turbulent flow patterns. While larger values will produce laminar patterns, suitable for highly viscous fluid. As mentioned before, as long as these parameters follow the above criteria, the results are always plausible. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we provide an efficient method to synthesize and enhance the wake details for shallow water equation (SWE). This kind of simulation is frequently used in interactive applications and real-time games where a major concern is high performance. Therefore, we choose to overlay a discrete vortex method (DVM), which is known for its capability to generate rich details with very few particles. However, DVM particles should be properly placed to generate visually plausible wake patterns. To solve this problem, we propose a physically inspired particle seeding method, which is sensitive to object shapes and relative velocities against fluid. With this method, vortex particles are seeded only in the wake region, effectively concentrating the computational resources. Although direct interaction between DVM particles emitted by different objects is ignored, we show that wakes will still interact with each other through SWE coupling (Figure 13 ). ignore interaction between DVM particles emitted by different boats, the wakes generated by these boats will still interact through SWE coupling.
Limitation and Future Work The major limitation of our method is that it does not include any 3D flow information to keep simulation cost low. In 3D, vortices under stretching and tiling may generate more interesting wake patterns. An additional limitation is that the method cannot handle fully submerged objects which will also generate wakes. We plan to address these issues in future research, and further improve the performance by utilizing GPU. Finally, some non-physically based assumptions are imposed by our method such as Equation 13 and 14. Therefore, we plan to model particle seeding more accurately by utilizing the ambient SWE main flow.
